ABSTRACT DNA sequence analysis involves precise discrimination of two of the sequence's most important components: exons and introns. Exons encode the proteins that are responsible for almost all the functions in a living organism. Introns interrupt the sequence coding for a protein and must be removed from primary RNA transcripts before translation to protein can occur.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major challenges in genome study is developing the technology to recognize and interpret the information contained in genomic DNA sequence data The more traditional approaches to gene isolation, including identification of conserved sequences and direct screening of DNA libraries, are effective but very laborious and expensive [ 151. The thrust at present is to use an automated approach to generate sequences that contain significant regions for which biological function (s) have not yet been experimentally identified or confirmed in order to greatly Pamisaion to m&e digit8i or hwd copia of 41 or put of this work for personrl a cla8room use is e withcut fee provided ttul copia UC not mrh or distributed far profit or c~mmacial rdvmnhge and hat copies bar this notice md the full citiion cn the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to port on servers or to redistribute to lists. requira pria specific permission urdror l fee.
SAC 99, San Antonio, Text 01998 ACM l-58113-0864/99/0001 S5.00 improve the efficiency of gene identification [2] . Various mathematical, statistical, and learning algorithms have been suggested for the automated evaluation of DNA sequences Two predominant methods are employed in computerized searching of DNA to determine coding regions. These two methods are known as search by content and search by signal. (reviewed by 1121 and [13] ).
Search by content concentrates on the signature of recognizable coding sequences. Various coding techniques and statistical means are employed to determine the protein-coding potential of a given sequence. Search by content collects a specified number of nucleotides in a sequence referred to most o&n as a %Indow." The window is analyzed using one or more of the timz levels of composition namely the amino acids, the codons, or the base elements which are the four nucleotides, A (adenine), C (cytosine), T (thymine), and G (guanine). Protein chains are composed of from 50 to over 2000 amino acids, each amino acid is represented by I&n 1 to 6 codons, and codons are composed of three nucleotidea Proteins share a typical amino acid composition, which can be used to rate a sequena on Its likelihood of being translated into protein. Codon composition can also be used to identitj coding regions, beca\lse while a sequence window may have similar amino acid compositions and base compositions, they may have very different codon compositions. Base composition can also be used BS a determinate.
The second method, known as search by signal attempts to delimit coding regions by reco@ing signaI sc~uanxs such as promoters, splice sites, translation initiating and terminating sites and poly-adenylation signals. 'These various signals denote the direction In which DNA are transcribed into RNA and therefibre, the dim&n in which RNA chains are translated into pro&In. They also tint&n as delimiters for the coding and noneodIng components of DNA.
Gene structure prediction is improved when both the techniques of search by content and search by s&al are combined Some of the more widely known integrated systems using neuraI net N are Gut&I&la [Sl, GeneID [7] , GRAIL [14] , and Genepsr~a [lo] . These systems utilize a number of coding measures (survey by [4] ). Coding measures are functions that produce, given any sample window of a sequence, a number or vector intended to measure the degree to which a sample sequence resembles a window of exonic DNA.
There are two important measures used to gauge the success of the various algorithms. These measures are known as "sensitivity" and "specificity." Sensitivity is defined and calculated as true positives /true positives + false negatives.
True positives are sequences predicted to be exons and also observed as exons. False negatives are sequences predicted to be introns but are observed as exons. Specificity is defined and calculated as None of the techniques to date have been shown to be 100% sensitive and most have low specificity.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
This study applied the technique of Finite Induction (FI) pattern recognition to the exon and intron components of DNA to determine its computational ability for distinguishing between the two. FL builds a collection of rules based upon what it finds in the sequences it examines. It then attempts to match the known rule patterns with new rules formed as a result of analyzing a new sequence. A high number of matches predict a probable close relationship between the two sequences; a low number of matches is equated with a large amount of difference between the two.
The FI system provides the following capabilities: The Finite Induction (FL) process involves two major algorithms. FACTORMG and FOLLOWING. Associated with these two algorithms are two data structures: RULING and RESIDUAL. The RULING results horn the application of FACTORING to the input string representing the sequences of particular interest. The RESIDUAL results when the algorithm, FOLLOWING, is applied to the string representing the unknown sequence using the RULING. The RULING can be computed and used, or the RULING can be stored on disk and used by reference. These stored patterns can represent known or suspected sequences representing features of significance.
Figure I portrays only this second process of FOLLOWING creating a RESIDUAL from an unknown input sequence of symbols. It depicts the relationship between the unknown input string and the output or RESIDUAL. Here, the RULING is shown as a multilevel structure, and RESIDUAL elements come from the input sequence under some ruling guide.
In a sense the RULING behaves as a filter applied to the input string, and the RESIDUAL is those symbols in the input sequence which are not captured by the RULING. The method of filtering, (i.e., the method of applying the RULING during the FOLLOWING) can be specified so that input symbols are filtemi in a very loose way or a very exact way or one of several ways in between RULING Figure I . FOLLOWING as applied to input to pwiucc a RESIDUAL using a RULING.
The Non-Redundant Functionally Equivalent Sequences (NRFES) database, compiled and created by A. K. Konopka, was the source for all data sets used for this project [8] . One data set of individual primate-exons and one of introns was extracted. The two data sets were scanned and sequences containing non-ACTG base entries and/or containing nucleotide base lengths in excess of 3500 were excluded Sequence lengths ranged t?om 101 to 3339 bases. Less than IO% of the sequences consisted of base lengths greater than 1000.
PROJECT RESULTS httrons possess the conserved sequences "G-l-' and "AG" at the beginning and ending, respectively, of their DNA stret& of nucleotides. These important nucleotide pairs of signals are known by specific names related to their functions. The pair GT is known as the 5' @onoun& 5 prime) splice or donor site. The pair AG is known as the 3' splice or acceptor site
Although the GT and AG pairs are used to delimit introns, they are also found quite 6equently within the sequence of exons as well as introns. Algorithms exercising search by signal experience the problem of low specificity. False positives are abundant for the following reasons. The donor site. GT, that announces an intron, constitutes roughly 5% of the dinucleotides in human DNA. Of the DNA, only 1.5% are actual splicing donor sites. This allows the remaining 3.5% to be interpreted as false positives. The acceptor site, AG, that terminates an intron, constitutes roughly 7.5% of the dinucleotides in human DNA. Only 1% of the DNA is actual splicing acceptor sites. This allows for 6.5% to be interpreted as false positives.
Rules were constructed at each splice site that involved the donor site (GT) plus three additional nucleotides to its immediate right and the acceptor site (AG) plus the three nucleotides to its immediate left. The 740 sequence intron tile was involved in gathering the statistics presented in Table I . The percentage of sequences in which each rule is seen.
As can be seen, there is no set of rules which predominates. Only three rules are Seen in over 10% of the intron sequences. Six groups of rules were assembled starting with those rules found in the most sequences, namely the three rules found in over 10% of the sequences. The next level of rules seen less often (5,6,9, and 10%) was added to the previous set for a second filter. This grouping continued until ail rules seen at least once were included for a sixth set of 100 rules. The same procedure was repeated for nucleotides of length two (GTXX, XXAG) and length four (GTXXXX. XXXXAG) to the right and left of the donor and acceptor sites, respectively.
Several runs were conducted using one introri file and one rxon tile as the unknown sequences. Each file contained approximately one hundred sequences. The six sets of rules compiled for each of the two, three, and four extensions to the splice sites were applied to the exon file then the intron file. In addition to these variables. a break point was utilized as a discriminator. For example, a break point value of five would allow saying that all sequences having greater than five matches are introns, while all those having less than or equal to five are exons. The break point values ranged from one to sixteen. From the multitude of values representing correct predictions of exons and introns, the following percentages were selected (Table 2) . Table 2 . Highest percentages of correct predictions of exons and introns for each group of splice site rules.
The Lriteria for the selection was based upon the highest percentage of correctly predicted exons as well as introns.
It was consistently observed that as the break point value increased, the percentage of correctly predicted introns decreased and the percentage of correctly predicted exons increased Therefore, the difference between the two percentages representing the exons and introns was a factor in the decision as to which to accept as most satisktory. If the differences were identical between two sets of percentages for a particular group of rules, the sets that favored the introns were chosen.
Of the percentages represented in table 2, those compiled for rules with extensions of length two can be discounted The percentages and theii corresponding break point values selected for lengths three and fW were those for Group 3 and Group 4. These four sets of rules were used to filter the complete exon file (2,838 exons) and the complete intron tile (740 introns).
The four sets of rules resulted in accuracy predictions in the range between 65% and 75O. Group 4 of the four base extension out performed Group 3 of the 3 base extension by only 1%. A sensitivity of 75% (corre&y predided positives) was found for the exons and 676/o (corredly predicted negatives) for the introns. Conversely, the specificity was 25% (incorrectly predicted positives) and 33% (incorrectly predicted negatives), respe&ively. Applying the formula for the correlation coefficient, a value of 0.36 was calculated. FI presents itself well in table 3 when one takes into consideration that it is not an integrated system as are the others. This means that it does not incorporate the learning algorithms present in most integrated systems. These learning algorithms glean information from a multitude of measurements such as codon usage, local compositional complexity, 6-tuple frequency, length distribution and periodic asymmetry, just to name a few. Neither does FI utilize statistical practices such as linear or quadratic discriminant analysis. Table 3 . Accuracy of correct exon prediction for FI as compared to integrated gene search systems.
CONCLUSION

_ _ GeneParser
Two problems concerning Fl's amenability to DNA sequences are to be noted First of all, a sequence of symbols is best served by FI when it possesses a large alphabet such as those available in music and digital imaging The alphabet for DNA is simply the four nucleotides. However, increasing the alphabet to sixty-four symbols to represent the codons still had no discriminating effect. This indifference is possibly attributable to the seemingly randomness of the DNA sequences.
An experiment was performed to compare actual DNA sequences with randomly generated sequences. Five random sequences of length 100 containing the four bases A. C, G, and T were generated Then five random sequences of length 100 containing the nucleotide C with only I% or 2% each of A. G, and T nucleotides were created. All strings were run and statistics were gathered on the rule lengths. 'Ihe results showed a strong similarity between the random sequences and those of the actual.
This research suggests that FI would be a competitive measure for exon/intron discrimination if combined with the knowledge available concerning the content of these sequences Knowing the patterns for the splice sites, resulted in immediate positive results. If coupled with information that cannot be represented as rules. FI should pertbrm with even greater precision.
FUTURE WORK
In that the FI pattern matching technique has demonstrated merit in regard to differentiating between exons and introns. the following explorations will be conducted in the mture. First. Fl will be conducted on strings of greater complexity. The exon and intron data sets involved in this project were a first step and did not incorporate other known consensus sequences such as the promoter sites (although highly varied) and poly-adenylation signals. Strings that include both initial and terminal exons would grant the capability of constructing FI rules to represent the start and stop codons (translation signals). FI rules could also be determined for the exon side of all 5' and 3' splice sites given strings in which exons and introns appear collectively.
A second area to explore will be that of the FI pattern matching technique in collaboration with various combinations of content measurements. The measures based on DNA content traditionally involve repeating sequences of nucleotide bases of various length, diverse codon concentrations, and amino acid compositions. Weightings also can be determined by studying the absence, rather than the presence, of certain nucleotide sequences. It is suggested that a cooperative effort between FI and this additional information would increase the accuracy of prediction for the exon and intron data sets used in this project.
A third experimental effort will be conducted combining those FI rules constructed Tom the signals of experiment number one with the measurements determined beat suited as a result of following through with experiment number two. Such exploration could possibly result in a system with the ability to locate and verily the existence of exon and intron sequences within larger DNA squ~ce~.
